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EDITOR’S NOTE
UHWO 
HEALTH INSURANCE
SHANE NISHIMURA

Students were schooled on health insurance 
and campus clubs during the Health Connector 
and Involvement Fair last month.

The event, held at the University of Hawai’i 
– West O’ahu courtyard, was aimed at raising 
students’ awareness of health insurance and 
getting them involved in student activities.

The event, held January 21 and 22, was 
hosted by UHWO Student Life Coordinator, 
Rouel Velasco. Students were able to go to 
various tents to sign up for student clubs as 
well as learn about Hawai’i’s healthcare and 
an upcoming law that would affect all college 
students.

As part of the event, representatives from 
healthcare organizations talked to students 
about the importance of having health 
insurance.

By March 31, the Affordable Care Act will 
go into effect, which gives added benefits to 
already insured citizens. The law’s intent is 
to have healthcare be more accessible to the 
general public.

However, those who are not covered by a 
qualified health insurance plan by that date 
will be fined up to 1 percent of their annual 
income. By next year, the fine will increase to 2 
percent and by 2016, the fine will reach up to 
2.5 percent of one’s annual income.

The Affordable Care Act will also affect all 
dependents as well, meaning students up to 
age 26 will need healthcare coverage. 

To help students find proper health coverage, 
organizations such as Ke Ola Mamo help them 
navigate existing services. Ke Ola Mamo is 
a Native Hawaiian healthcare organization 
promoting awareness of health insurance and 
healthcare services.

The organization provides services in 
behavioral health, nutrition, dental, and 
medical services. Alongside Ke Ola Mano was 
Hawaii Health Connector and its program Hi’i 
Ola.

Hawaii Health Connector is a nonprofit that 
aides individuals and small businesses in 
acquiring insurance. Its purpose is to help 
people choose healthcare to fit their needs and 
budgets while Hi’i Ola provides free workshops 
and assists individuals in applying for health 
insurance. 

Upcoming workshops will be held at 
UHWO. For more information, students 
may contact UHWO’s Dr. Steven Taketa at  
taketas@hawaii.edu.
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I’d like to take this time to welcome you all back to school and wish you the very best of 
luck this semester. With the new year upon us, let’s hope that the spring semester brings forth 
new beginnings.
This semester marks the transition for me as the managing editor to the editor-in-chief for 

the Hoot. I would like to express my deepest gratitude to our former editor-in-chief, Mellissa 
Lochman, for all of her contributions to the Hoot family. I’d also like to thank Elima Pangorang,  
one of our writers who graduated last fall, for her hard work and dedication to the Hoot. 
Readers, it’s my privilege to serve as your editor. I hope we can continue to receive your 

support in the future. Have a great semester!

Jordan Luz
Editor-in-Chief, The Hoot

Hawai`i’s first poet laureate, Kealoha, has 
incorporated emotion, culture, comedy, and more 
into his body of work. 

Kealoha—who founded the nonprofit, 
HawaiiSlam—will be performing at the University 
of Hawai`i – West O`ahu during the E Ola Pono 
Health and Wellness Fair. The fair will take place 
on Wednesday, February 12 from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. on the Great Lawn. 

Kealoha has performed his poetry around the 
world in places such as the White House, New York, 
Switzerland, Amsterdam, and Brazil. He has also 
had his poetry published by Bamboo Ridge, Real 
Word Magazine, and Auckland University Press.

 In addition to doing solo performances, Kealoha 
has also shared stages with known musicians such 
as Jack Johnson, Kenny Loggins, Willie Nelson, 

Damian “Junior Gong” Marley, Jason Mraz, and 
Henry Kapono.

Kealoha has been heavily involved in promoting 
the art of poetry in Hawai`i and around the world. 
He has conducted 200-plus workshops at various 
schools, prisons, libraries, and community centers 
with many screen writers such as Michael Arndt 
(Toy Story 3), Maxine Hong Kingston (The Woman 
Warrior), and Witi Ihimaera (Whale Rider). 

In Hawai`i, Kealoha started HawaiiSlam, a non-
profit organization that is dedicated to showcasing 
Hawaii poets. First Thursdays is a monthly event 
that is put on by HawaiiSlam, in which local poets 
compete for a grand prize of $100.

With more than 500 people in attendance, First 
Thursdays is the largest registered poetry slam in 
the world.

JORDAN LUZ

S L A M 
P O E T 
KEALOHA
coming to UHWO!

KRISTIAN GUYNES

   Photo Courtesy: Star Advertiser
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Bittersweet. Some may consider this word 
cliché, but it is just too convenient, and too 
perfect an adjective. This is especially true as a 
recent college graduate.

As with most transitions in life, there is the 
good and then there is... reality. The final weeks 
to my senior year, like many of yours, was 
filled with presentations, papers, and exams... 
oh my! So, of course I could not wait for that 
commencement ceremony come December 14, 

2013. I would not miss the sleepless nights, or 
the writer’s block. All that was on my mind was 
the sweet freedom.

Sweet it was! No more worrying about 
deadlines or assignments and more time to 
enjoy the company of loved ones, or go on 
vacation, or just get in the water and enjoy 
nature. The feeling is amplified every time 
the thought of no more registration, no more 
tuition, and no more counting down days till the 
first day of semester comes. 

However, being a college graduate not only 
feels great because of the freedom, but mostly 
because of the accomplishment. The years of 
hard work and studying, really does pay off. The 
feeling of self-pride is indescribable, but never 
egotistical. Also, the excitement among your 
friends and family warms your heart and makes 
you happy you never gave up. 

As fun and relieving as it all is, there is still 
the bitter, also known as the reality. More so 
for the 20-something-year-olds, once graduation 
hits, it’s time to truly grow up. It’s easy to go 
to school and delay the workforce for just a 

MAJOR BENEFITS
Political 
Science
KELSIE VALENTINE

Choosing a major is one of the hardest choices 
for a college student to make; some can take 
several years of schooling to figure it out.

Hopefully, reading this article will prove helpful 
to those still pondering what field to get into. 
Whether you are attending the University of 
Hawai`i – West O`ahu at the “undecided” status 
or not, students should consider studying the 
various fields of political science.

Don’t let the combination of the words 
“political” and “science” scare you—it’s not 
as limiting or boring as you might think. This 
is especially true if you wanted to pursue a 
bachelor’s degree in this field.

So what benefits could possibly come from 
pursuing a political science degree?

It is a common assumption that those enrolled 
in the political science program are only going 
to move on to law school or become politicians. 
But this is far from the truth.

Although those options are always possible 
with a degree in Political Science, it is not the 
only career path available.

“Many of our students go on to graduate 
school in Political Science, or to law school 
to pursue a professional degree. Others go 

on to work in education, social work, public 
administration, the non-profit sector, business, 
journalism,” says Dr. Monique Mironesco, 
a UHWO Political Science professor,  “and 
yes, even in local, national, or international 
government in a variety of capacities.”

A political science degree is one of the most 
diverse programs available in colleges and 
universities, and it enables students to hone 
valuable skills and abilities that translate into 
any career path. Some of these skills include 
the ability to:

• Think critically
• Communicate clearly
• Understand and analyze social structures
• Negotiate diversity effectively
• Develop insight and genuine concern for 

current affairs
Students learn about the various causes 

and effects of politics, which includes the 
government’s policy-making processes, the 
social and political consequences of specific 
laws, procedure, and political institutions. 
Although many of these skills can be obtained 
through other majors offered at UHWO, the way 
in which a political science education prepares 

students to deal with community issues is 
unique.

“Most of our classes start with making 
connections between the course material and 
students’ life experiences to train them to 
become actively engaged citizens in whatever 
moves them to make a positive change in 
their respective communities. We focus on the 
whole student through active, democratic, and 
multicultural modes of learning,” Mironesco 
says.

Additional careers that this degree prepares 
people for include, but are not limited to, are: 

• Reporter
• International Rights Activist
• Freelance Writer
• Secretary
• Radio or Television Researcher
• Foreign Service Agent
• Environmentalist
• Nonprofit Organization Leader
“Many people think that political science 

focuses exclusively on the study of government 
and the activities of elected officials, voting 
behavior, etc.  There is a place for those things 
of course, but we think politics is in everything 
we do,” says Mironesco, “and the decisions 
we make have political implications of various 
kinds.  It’s up to us in the Political Science 
concentration at UHWO, to empower students 
to understand and critically think about what 
those implications are in a larger socio-political 
context, from the local to the global.”

tad longer. Jobs no longer are just “jobs” but 
careers. At some point the reality will hit most 
graduates; the career they have will keep them 
busy for the rest of their lives. 

Play may be the first thing that comes to mind 
after graduation until bills and responsibilities 
start piling up. Then suddenly the stress of 
finals doesn’t sound so bad anymore. But, this 
is only if you handle it all wrong.

Graduating should not be stressful. Like 
everything else in life, it is always healthy 
to find a medium. Take advantage of being 
a college student. Try to get a steady grip on 
the future and what you want to do. That way, 
you can try it out before you graduate. Get an 
internship, volunteer or do entry-level work in 
the field you are considering for your career. 

Take your time through college, but have a 
plan to finish within a reasonable amount of 
time. Most importantly, take time to relax and 
decompress. College should be a part of your 
life, not run your life.

THE 
BITTERSWEET 
LIFE
OF 
A 
COLLEGE 
GRADUATE

ELIMA PANGORANG
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Whether you want to be behind 
the scenes or in front of the camera, 
you’ll find common ground by joining 
the Pueo Film Club at the University of 
Hawai’i – West O’ahu.
Freshman Rashad Hicks, president 

and founder of the club, says the 
group’s goal is to bring people of 
different interests together to create 
original films.
This project utilizes the creativity 

of all members no matter if a person 
is acting in the front of the camera, 
working the equipment, or creating 
the script. The club is for anyone who 
wants to let their creative juices flow. 
Hicks says the club hopes to someday 

host a film festival to showcase the 
group’s different projects. The club 
also plans to organize “Pueo Movie 
Days,” which Hicks says is when 
members watch a classic film and 
analyze it in order to brainstorm ideas 

for their own projects Hopefully the club 
will try to enter one of their films in a 
film contest.
Even if you have no interest in film 

making, joining this club is a way to 
meet new people while working on a 
shared project. Hicks admits that he 
doesn’t plan to pursue a career in film, 
but he has had a passion for it since 
high school, and the club allows him 
to continue working on something he 
really loves to do.
If you want to join send an email to 

PueoFilmClub@gmail.com, or simply 
show support by following them on 
Instagram at PueoFilmClub and liking 
their Facebook page, “Pueo Film Club.”

N E W 
C L U B 
Pueo Film Club
JESSICA GARDIEN

The University of Hawai`i –West O`ahu organic 
student garden is up and running! 

The 16,800 square feet of land, acquired 
from Chancellor Rockne Freitas, officially broke 
ground on November 20, 2013.

The garden has been made possible with 
the help of many dedicated students, faculty, 
staff, facility members, and a grant from the 
Women’s Club. The garden, located right next 
to Lab building E, was nothing but Pili grass 
and dirt. 

Long hours of planning, writing grants 
and Saturday workdays were put into the 
preparation of the garden. Workdays consisted 
of removing the stubborn, yet indigenous, Pili 
grass from the area, other weeds, debris left 
from construction and large rocks.

Due to the large space and limited funding, 
it was in best interest to plan out the garden 
in phases. Phase one was purely dedicated 
to native Hawaiian plants indigenous to the 
Kapolei/Ewa plains. Other phases will be 
determined when more funding is present. 

The groundbreaking ceremony was led by 
Professor Leilani Basham and Dr. Melissa Saul. 
Professor Basham’s Hawaiian language class 
also attended the ceremony and performed an 
oli, or chant.

At the end of the ceremony, a Lehua tree and 
two Kupukupu plants were planted. The Lehua 
tree serves a symbolic purpose in the garden.

It was foretold that in ancient times, the 
Lehua tree signified the chief’s prosperity 
over his people. The Lehua is also known to 
symbolize that what is lost around us (culture, 
land, stewardship of the land), can be gained 

back through perseverance.  
In this new garden space, there will be four 

different integrated components. There will be 
a section for native Hawaiian/Hawaii plants 
(mostly indigenous to the Kapolei/Ewa plains), 
a waste management area, outdoor classroom 
space, and a production area.

In the classroom space there are plans 
to construct a hale or faleo`o, to serve as 
an outdoor classroom and gathering space. 
Professors of all different areas of studies are 
incorporating their lesson plans around some 
of the features of the garden; whether it will be 
performing experiments or just getting  hands-
on learning. 

New sustainability classes are being offered 
this semester. Politics of Food (POLS 335), 
which is a three-credit service learning course, 
participates in field trips to elementary schools, 
organic farms, and He`eia fishpond.

Introduction to Agroecology (SSCI 496G), also 

a three-credit course, will focus on the science 
of sustainable agriculture. This course will cover 
the principles and practices of ecologically 
based soil fertility, pest management and 
biodiversity in different future farming systems. 

The Theory and Practice of Sustainable 
Agriculture (SSCI 496H), three credits, develops 
and manages the UHWO demonstration garden, 
while exploring and practicing the theory of 
sustainable agriculture.

Lastly is a Sustainability Practicum (EDUC 
496), which will be planning and implementing 
a sustainability project that links the university 
and local community.

These courses were made possible by a 
grant from Kamehameha Schools’ `Aina-Based 
Education Division.

For more information on these classes contact 
Dr. Monique Mironesco at mironesc@hawaii.
edu. If you are interested in joining the Eco Club 
email ecoclubwo@gmail.com. 

STUDENT GARDEN

ON THE 
BLOCK

LAURA MCDOWELL



VIEW MORE CLUB RUSH 
2014 PICTURES ON 

UHWO’S FLICKR PAGE:
www.flickr.com/photos/uhwestoahu
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Caffeine... and lots of it!
If you’re having trouble staying focused 

in class, a little caffeine might do the trick. 
Sure, it may not be the best remedy for 
fatigue or trying to stay awake for the rest 
of the day, but it definitely provides a jolt 
of energy to help you stay focused during 
class.
Caffeine helps energize my batteries, 

especially if I show up to class feeling lousy. 
There are times when I will consume more 
than one caffeinated drink a day, but it’s 
all for a good cause. A jolt of caffeine might 
be all you need to kick start your mood. 
 
Participation!
One of the many secrets to staying 

focused in class is to be an active listener 
and give your undivided attention to what 
the teacher is saying. By active listening, 
I mean actually taking notes, asking 
questions, and participating in class 
discussions.
This method helps you retain the 

information being taught instead of it 
going in one ear and out the other. When 
you participate in class discussions, the 
class becomes more interesting. Before 
you know it, class will quickly pass!

Staying focused in class can be tough but 
it is possible. Some quick tips I’ve learned 
that have helped me stay alert and ready 
to learn when I’m in the classroom are to 
remember you are the only one who can 
make yourself bored.
Don’t give into the temptation of zoning 

out. Try your hardest to be an active 
listener which means paying attention to 
what the teacher is saying, writing notes, 
and asking questions.  It’ll keep the class 
from being boring and make the time 
whizz by. When you become involved in 
the discussion instead of being lectured 
to it also helps your brain make more 
connections quicker.
 Another technique I’ve learned if you’re 

having a really hard time staying focused 
is to trick your mind. Tell yourself to 
concentrate on what the teacher is saying 
for only five to 10 minutes. If you try hard 
enough you won’t even notice the clock 
moving. Keep reminding yourself to stay 
focused for only a few minutes each time 
until you’re not even looking at the clock 
anymore.
Although there are some days when I’m 

super desperate and nothing I normally do 
is working. When that happens I make a 

deal with myself. I say, “If you can stay 
focused and not get distracted for the 
whole class period or better yet through 
the whole day then splurge on that extra 
smoothie or movie you want to go see.” 
My best tip for staying up in class is to 

get rid of all your distractions in the first 
place.
I know we live in a technological age, but 

if you absolutely don’t need to use your 
computer for notes then do not bring it. 
The quick access of being able to check 
your Facebook or email anytime can be too 
much of a disturbance. Doing so will make 
you lose your train of thought and stop you 
from really taking in what the professor is 
trying to teach. The same rule should be 
applied to cell phones and anything else 
that can be used as a distraction.

JORDAN LUZ ROSIE BARFIELD

HE 
SAYS

SHE 
SAYS

Tips to staying  
 focused in  

 class
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Students at the University of Hawai`i 
– West O`ahu are being refunded $64 in 
mandatory fees that were paid last fall for 
services that aren’t yet available.
On January 15, UHWO began refunding 

certain student fees that were collected 
during the Fall 2013 semester. These 
specific fees covered services such as 
transportation, technology, and health—
which totaled $64 per student.
Students in good financial standing at 

UHWO who paid those fees directly should 
have received a refund. Refunds for 
students who received financial aid and 
whose fees were paid by a third party will 
go directly to the source of the financial 
aid, according to a UHWO news release.
This semester, UHWO is currently working 

towards establishing the transportation, 
technology, and health services that 
these fees were meant to support, UHWO 
spokeswoman Julie Funasaki Yuen said.  
The fact that these service fees were 

approved before the services even 
manifested is an unusual situation that 
arose as the UHWO staff and student 
government tried to establish new student 
services at our new campus, Yuen said in 
the news release. 
Students are welcoming the refund. 

“It’s our hard-earned money coming 
back to us,” says UHWO Senior Kellie-Ann 
Matsumoto, “So I’m not complaining!”
No other mandatory fees for existing 

services will be returned, whether the 
student utilizes those services or not, Yuen 
said.
According to the UHWO staff, the 

payment records of 2,400 students has 
been reviewed for the eligibility of these 
refunds. However, the exact amount of 
refunds distributed is still unknown at this 
time.

This semester, UHWO is currently working 
towards establishing the transportation, 
technology, and health services that these 
fees were meant to support.

UHWO 
STUDENT 
FEE 
REFUND
KELSIE VALENTINE

Feature Story

“
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World of Warcraft is the number one MMO (massively multiplayer 
online) game in the world, with over 10 million subscribers 
worldwide. So there was no surprise that players were ecstatic 
when Blizzard announced its fifth expansion of the game at the 
2013 BlizzCon event.

TECH PREVIEW
World of Warcraft 
Expansion

ROSIE BARFIELD

  Titled “Warlords of Draenor,” this new/old 
world has been revealed. Players will now go 
back in time and explore the savage dusty 
plains, icy mountains and untamed jungles 
of Draenor—the original home to both the 
orcs and draenei before it was destroyed—
while fighting either against or alongside elite 
legends of Warcraft’s past. 
 A new enemy has arisen, the Iron Horde 
comprised of old and mighty orc clans. 
Players will have to defend their home of 
Azeroth from impending invasion by traveling 
to Draenor and setting up camp.
  This leads to one of the most exciting and 
new features of the expansion, players will 
be able to construct, control and maintain 
their own garrison. This is a completely 
customizable base of operations and refuge 
that can include stables, farms, armories, and 
workshops depending on what you want to 
accomplish. 
  Players will be able to recruit followers to 
man your base, set up trade routes and craft 
items even if you’re offline. There has never 
been a “home base” in the World of Warcraft 
so the inclusion of this element will change 
the whole game play thus far. The expansion 

also allows players to instantly boost one 
already made character of their choice to 
level 90 which is the highest level possible 
as of now. That way, friends no longer 
have to wait for one another to “level up” 
which is a long and sometimes tedious 
process.
  Everyone can now play and experience 
the world of Draenor right away. The seven 
zones of Draenor are, Frostfire Ridge, 
Gorgrond, Nagrand, Tanaan Jungle, Talador, 
Shadowmoon Valley, and Spires of Arak, 
which have hundreds of new quests and 
people to talk to. These areas also include 
six new dungeons and two new raids to 
run through and get better gear from, all 
while leveling your character to the new 
level cap of 100. 
  There is also a huge revamp of the 
character models. Each different race and 
class willbe entirely updated with more 
details and a larger library of customization 
options. There are also innovative 
animations that reflect the specific type of 
spell cast or move executed by each race.
  With all these original and improved 
upon features there will also be a revise 

of the talent tree specialization and the 
inclusion of permanent ability bonuses 
specific to each race and class.
  Seems the creators of World of Warcraft 
are going back to when the game was 
first released and each class was 
specifically better at something, such as 
healing over fighting, than with previous 
expansions where most classes are 
equally good at both. 
  This is only a sample of what is to 
come in the next few months regarding 
Warlords of Draenors’ new and exciting 
features. Blizzard is being coy with 
this expansion only giving out tidbits 
and small details to the public in small 
quantities.
  Inciting players to hunt for information 
and speculate increases the buzz about 
this expansion. As of now there is no 
official release date for the game but 
users are hoping for a late spring or 
early summer release. Until then a beta 
version of the game will be available to 
try out in the coming weeks. 
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The name En Fuego, meaning “on fire” isn’t the 
only reason that this restaurant is one of Kapolei’s 
hot eats.

Owner, Ross Okuhara, opened En Fuego’s doors in 
September of 2003 and the restaurant has escalated 
to one of the Westside’s go-to places. 

The theme of the restaurant is to serve up 
high quality meals as “plate-lunch” style dishes. 
Freshness is one of the keys to En Fuego’s success. 
Their fish is straight from Hawaiian waters, their 
burgers are made from organic beef raised on the 
Big Island, and their produce is bought locally 
when available (which is almost always).

With a variety of dishes on its menu, there is 
something for everyone to enjoy. Some of its 
popular dishes include: Garlic Chicken, Garlic Ahi, 
Pork Chops, Beer Batter Fish, Hamburger Steak, and 
Furikake Salmon. 

Not sure which ones to try? Get a combination 
plate which allows you to choose two entrees or try 
the Trio Combo which includes Hamburger Steak, 
Garlic Chicken, and a Pork Chop.

 Other popular choices are the Hawaiian plates, 

HOT EATS
En Fuego Grill

KRISTIAN GUYNES

MOVIE REVIEW
City of God

SHANE NISHIMURA

which include either one or a combination 
of Kalua Pig and/or Lau Lau along with Lomi 
Salmon, Poke, garden or mac salad, white or 
brown rice, and a slice of Haupia for dessert. 

If your goal for the new year is to start 
eating healthy, En Fuego’s salad choices are 
worth checking out. Popular salad choices 
include: Grilled Salmon Salad, Ahi Tofu Salad, 
Grilled Poke Salad, and Shichimi Seared 
Ahi Salad. All salads come with a blend of 
romaine and green leaf, along with grape 
tomatoes, cucumbers, and homemade 
Hawaiian Sweet Chili Dressing.

Plates ranges from $8-$12, so you don’t 
need to worry about spending an arm and 
a leg on a tasty meal. En Fuego has good 
portion sizes that will leave guests full and 
satisfied. They also offer mini sizes for most 
of their local dishes.

En Fuego also caters, so if you’re planning 
your graduation party or other events, 
inquire with En Fuego’s friendly staff to help 
you come up with a menu. 

For more information, call (808) 674-8805, 
visit enfuegogrillhawaii.com, or stop by 590 
Farrington Highway, Suite #534. En Fuego is 
open daily from 7:30 am to 8:00 pm. Decide 
for yourself if En Fuego is one of Kapolei’s 
hot eats.

A story of the ghettos, gang life, and the endless 
cycle that it entails, City of God follows the lives 
of two boys growing up in the slums of Rio de 
Janeiro. 

While life for them is all the same, their sense 
of morality shape who they become as one grows 
up to be a photographer, while the other, a drug 
dealer. Ironically, the City of God refers to the 
slums that house all the neighborhood gangsters.

Even the families, due to the negligence of the 
government, partake in the stolen goods. The 
poverty-stricken community relied on the the 
structure provided by the gangsters, known as the 
Tender Trio, who were practically the Robin Hoods 
of the City of God. With films such as Slumdog 
Millionaire and GoodFellas, we see familiar 
elements in City of God where a character’s life is 
molded by the hardships of poverty. 

However, these small-time criminals were soon 
overshadowed by a new generation of gangsters, 

among them is the younger brother of a 
Tender Trio member. Li’l Ze starts his career 
off ruthlessly, killing several people at a 
motel, and later on, one of his brother’s 
partners. He grows up to be the leader of the 
most powerful gang in the City of God.

Rather than merely surviving, Li’l Ze seeks 
to gain power through control of the entire 
territory and the drug businesses within. 
With the city under the control of gangs, 
crime became more organized, disputes were 
settled by the gang and the police were paid 
to turn the other cheek.

Despite coming from the same background, 
Rocket, a younger brother of another Tender 
Trio member, takes a separate path from 
Li’l Ze. For Rocket, life is about working his 
way up and following his dream to be a 
photographer.

He reminds the audience that there will 
always be some sense of good in the 
community. His interactions with some of the 
most notoriously known figures show how 
good-hearted people can be. 

Overall, City of Gods yields such a well-
constructed plot without exploiting its ability 
to become another violence-infested movie. 

The film offers scenes full of emotion and 
energy that portray a sense of realness 
towards street crime induced by poverty 
through the children captivated by the 
temptations of money and power.



Chinn developed wanderlust and spent 
a year backpacking around Europe and 
traveled to all of the western and eastern 
European countries except Romania.
She has also traveled extensively in 

Southeast Asia, Indonesia, China, and 
Mexico. “I decided to go backpacking 
because I’d always wanted to travel.” 
Chinn, who grew up in Seattle and 

Alaska, attended Georgetown University 
where she earned her bachelor’s degree 
in Philosophy with a minor in Justice 
and Peace Studies. Then she attended  
University of Chicago to earn her master’s 
degree in Philosophy. Chinn kept moving 
west and eventually ended up in Hawai`i 
where she is finishing her doctorate in 
Philosophy at UH Manoa.
Chinn originally moved to Hawai`i 

because she believes it is the best 
place to study Asian and Comparative 
Philosophy. However, “Hawai`i turned out 
to be much more than a place to study, it 
became a home and a place of continual 
inspiration,” she said.
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Professor Mei Lin Chinn teaches various 
Philosophy courses at the University of 
Hawai`i – West O`ahu that range from 
Ancient Greek and Roman Philosophies to 
Studies in Asian Philosophy: Buddhism. 
Chinn has been teaching at UHWO since 

Fall 2012. Upon graduating high school, 

FACULTY OF 
THE MONTH:
Mei Lin Chinn

JORDAN LUZ

When asked what motivates her to teach, 
Chinn said: “I am continually motivated by 
the hard work and intellectual authenticity 
of my students. I never ever tire of the 
honor of seeing students find their own 
philosophical insight.”
Although Chinn has had many guides 

and mentors along her path of philosophy, 
she named two figures in Hawai`i who 
have been highly influential to her. Dr. 
Roger Ames at the University of Hawai`i –
Manoa and Dr. Liss Rosenlee at UH West 
O`ahu. “Dr. Roger Ames at the University 
of Hawai`i – Manoa has been central to 
my development as a philosopher and Dr. 
Lisa Rosenlee at UH West O`ahu has been 
a wonderful professional mentor in my 
teaching career.”  
Chinn is very passionate about 

Philosophy, noting that philosophy trains 
the mind to operate at its full potential—it 
develops skills in critical thinking, analysis, 
imagination and insight. 
If Chinn had to describe herself in one 

sentence, it would be, “Sailor of the Void.”

William Kong is a proud Korean-
American who serves in the U.S. Navy 
and also happens to be a senior at the 
University of Hawai`i West O`ahu. 
Originally from a bad part of Los 

Angeles, Kong was a troubled teenager 
who channeled his anger towards his 
peers. It was not until his high school 
coach stepped into the picture and 
showed Kong how to channel his pent 
up anger towards activities such as 
sports.
In his early college years, Kong figured 

the best path to take would be to make 
as much money as possible. He studied 
business, “for my own self-interest.” 
However, as his vision shifted from only 
himself to helping others, Kong said he 
realized that making all the money in 
the world wouldn’t satisfy his needs. 

SENIOR 
SPOTLIGHT
William Kong

He wanted to become someone who helps 
others like his coach. Lee was someone 
who had a great impact and influenced 
others for the greater good. 
Three words that Kong chooses to 

describe himself are: active, adaptable, 
and ambitious. Kong chose UHWO because 
of the small college environment and the 
relationships between the professors and 
the students. He feels that UHWO “gives 
us a much greater opportunity to ask 
questions and participate in discussion.”
Kong said that what he likes the most 

about UH West O`ahu is that faculty and 
staff do care about the students and they 
want the best from you. “Throughout my 
two years at UHWO, there were times when 
my Navy commitment clashed with my 
classes. Professors are always there to 
help those who are seeking help.”

Kong is majoring in Social Science with 
a concentration in Political Science. 
As a short-term goal, he will pursue a 
Masters in Business and/or International 
Relations next year. As a long-term 
goal, he would like to re-enter into a 
specific community in the military or 
government, which allows him to be 
both a diplomat and a warrior. 
Kong’s extracurricular activities 

include being the Social Science Senator 
with the Associated Students of UHWO 
and president of the Student Veterans 
of America (SVA) organization.
Kong would like to conclude his 

journeyt with UHWO with a quote 
from Socrates, “I am the wisest man 
alive, for I know one thing, and that 
is that I know nothing.” Kong states, 
“In my perspective, knowledge is 
immeasurable; therefore, we must 
continuously seek for knowledge by 
being humble with open-minded, and 
respecting others.” 

Stop by the student lounge ASUH office 
if you are interested in participating 
with SVA or ASUHWO.

LAURA MCDOWELL



“The celebrity that I would date is Zac 
Efron because he is so sexy!” 

— Hope Guieb, Senior, Accounting
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Open Until 9 pm
This semester, the library is pilot-testing 
extended hours.  The library is now open two 
additional hours on Monday through Thursday, 
closing at 9 pm instead of 7 pm.  

Spring 2014 Library Hours
Monday-Thursday  7:30 am-9:00 pm
Friday    7:30 am-4:00 pm
Saturday              10:00 am-5:00 pm
Closed Sundays and Holidays

New Research Databases
Check out these new databases for your 
coursework and research on the research tab 
of the library website (http://www2.hawaii.
edu/~uhwolib/research.html):

• Chronicle of Higher Education
• Emerald E-journals –Health and Social Care
• Films on Demand: Humanities and Social 

Science Collection
• Pacific Business News
• Project Muse (coming soon)
• Web of Science 

For more information on using these and other 
research databases, please ask a librarian at 
the reference desk.  

“Rachel Ray because the meals she would 
cook for me would be amazing!”

— Zac Lyman, Junior, Sociology

“Mariah Carey because I always thought 
she was pretty with a nice voice and she 
can sing me to sleep.”

    — Rajveer Singh, Junior, Accounting

CAMPUS 
VOICES What celebrity would you date?

New Comfort Zones
To ensure your comfort while studying, the library is now zoned into food-friendly and 
food-restricted areas.  Color-coded signs are posted for your convenience.

Green zones are food-friendly areas where you can eat your lunch or enjoy a snack at 
any time.  Green zones are found in the new Lobby Café area on the first floor and the 
No’eau Center. 

Yellow zones are food-restricted areas where covered drinks and only dry snacks are 
allowed.  Dry snacks should be in single-serving packages.  Yellow zones include the 
group study rooms and all seating areas except at the computer tables.

Red zones are areas where eating and drinking is prohibited.  Red zones include the 
library computer tables.  Food and drink should not be consumed in these areas. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
All Students, Faculty, and Staff are invited to: 
Overview of Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) 

Wednesday March 14, 2014 @ 10am-noon 
ʻUluʻulu: 1st floor in the Library. 

The Henry Kuʻualoha Giugni Moving Image Archive of Hawaiʻi 
 

 
 
What will be covered: 

 What is PLA? 
 How does PLA benefit Students and Faculty? 
 “PLA is not really new” – what’s happening at UHCCs 
 What is UHWO’s plan for PLA? 

 
 
 
 

UHWO PLA Contact: 
Katie Landgraf, PLA Representative 

689-2382 
katiebl@hawaii.edu 

 

 
 
One of the most significant challenges in adopting prior learning 
assessment is the lack of awareness among faculty of both the 
rigor and the results of PLA (when done well), and resistance to 
awarding credit for learning achieved outside the classroom.1 

. 
                                                           
1 http://www.academicimpressions.com/news/pla-outreach-faculty 

Prior Learning 
Assessment 


